
POR-15 Topcoats
Blackcoat

BLACKCOTE is a permanent gloss black coating developed for application over painted and 
unpainted surfaces. Apply over POR-15 Rust Preventive Paint for the toughest, most permanent 
protection against rust and corrosion ever developed.

BLACKCOTE is non-porous and will not crack, chip, or peel when properly applied according to 
directions. It has amazing scratch and abrasion resistance and is similar in strength to regular 
POR-15 Rust Preventive Coatings.
BLACKCOTE is not sensitive to ultra-violet light and may be exposed to sunlight without 
damaging consequences.
BLACKCOTE has excellent adhesion characteristics and may be applied over POR-15 Rust 
Preventive Paint months or years later with proper preparation.

CHASSISCOAT BLACK

CHASSISCOAT BLACK is non-porous and will not crack, chip, or peel when properly applied 
according to directions. It has amazing scratch and abrasion resistance and is similar in strength 
to regular POR-15 Rust Preventive Coatings.
CHASSISCOAT BLACK is not sensitive to ultra-violet light and may be exposed to sunlight 
without damaging consequences.
CHASSISCOAT BLACK has excellent adhesion characteristics and may be applied over 
POR-15 Rust Preventive Paint months or years later with proper preparation.

Pint $25.99

Quart $38.99

Gallon $129.99

Pint $25.99

Quart $38.99

Gallon $129.99



Metal Mask
Is it baremetal, or is it Metal Mask™? Rejoice, restorers! After years of development, we have 
finally answered your urgent requests for a super-tough coating that looks just like bare metal. 
Now you can permanently coat and protect all of those components on your chassis that were 
left unpainted by the factory when the vehicle was new. Items such as spindles, steering boxes, 
coil brackets, rear ends, leaf springs, bolt heads, suspension components, master cylinders, coil 
springs, gas tanks, cast iron transmission housings, and others will look 'factory correct' when 
coated with METAL MASK™.Gone forever are the days when you had to rely on cheapo cans 
of enamel spray paint that look good for a few months or weeks, but cannot withstand the rigors 
of the road.

METAL MASK™ is extremely tough, very chip and scratch resistant, and amazingly close to the 
color of brand-new cast iron or bare steel.

And, METAL MASK™ is the perfect coating for the high stress bracketry, such as hood hinges, 
hood springs, hood latch assemblies, etc. It is super tough yet flexible, making it perfect for 
those areas where enamel paint is sure to flake away.

Whitecoat
Here it is, the toughest, most beautiful white coating you'll ever use. WHITECOTE cures to a 
rock-hard, non-porous finish that won't chip, crack, or peel when applied as directed. It's perfect 
for wrought iron patio furniture, plumbing fixtures, etc., because it's super-tough, not UV-
sensitive, and brilliantly white. Use it to repair a bathtub or sink with chips or rust stains, or to 
paint and protect an old boat, trailer or RV, or anything that you want to be permanently white.

Pint $27.99

Quart $46.99

Pint $41.99

Quart $72.99

Gallon $221.99



Hardnose
HARDNOSE™ paints are tough, glossy, two-component coatings for use over primed or painted 
surfaces. They are moisture cured, so exposure to moisture and humidity will actually improve 
their performance and strength. When fully cured, HARDNOSE™ Paints are rock-hard, 
chemical resistant, non-porous, and incredibly tough. Durable and easily cleaned, they will not 
crack, chip, peel, or fade with age. HARDNOSE™ Paints will withstand even the most intensive 
UV environments. These beautiful, two-component coatings are stronger than any color paints 
you have ever tried. The long-lasting brilliant colors will look terrific wherever you use them, and 
will withstand incredible abuse. You'll be amazed and delighted at how well HARDNOSE™ 
paints hold up under conditions that would quickly destroy ordinary finishes. HARDNOSE™ 
paints are also excellent for industrial applications. Use our safety yellow or orange colors on 
machinery guards or heavy equipment, and then stand back and marvel at how long they last 
under abuse. Put HARDNOSE™ Paints on the chassis of your car, truck, or motorcycle, and 
quit worrying about stone chips and gravel roads. You'll be amazed at the toughness!

Quart $72.99

Gallon $221.99



Flexcote
Developed for the marine industry to resist moisture and salt spray, our FlexCote™ has been 
found to work incredibly well in construction and industrial applications in any climate. Our new 
single component topcoat for use over POR-15 Rust Preventive Paint® or other painted and 
primed surfaces. Our formula is simple: we pack FlexCote™ with a higher solids content than 
other paints have and we use less solvent as a carrier. When the solvent evaporates, there's 
more paint on the job. FlexCote™ has excellent hiding power and has exceptional long-term 
gloss and color retention. It is also extremely flexible and resists abrasion and chipping which 
means long term durability. Available in 16 great colors. FlexCote™ can be brushed, rolled or 
sprayed.

Quart $38.99

Gallon


